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Arisen CreateSpace
With every light comes a shadow.
In a ravaged tribe on the edge of
humanity, the suspicious death of
a chief thrusts a man into a dark
realm for which he is unprepared.
When Jonah inherits leadership of
the Elk Clan from his father,
many in the old man's inner circle
question his son's ability to lead
the tribe to their winter shelter at
the ruins of Eliz. A dark stranger,
a journey over hundreds of miles
of dangerous highway and
clashes with feral gangs will push
Jonah to the edge. From
bestselling authors J. Thorn and
Glynn James comes Dustfall, a

new post-apocalyptic series
chronicling one man's challenge
and his epic quest to save what
remains of humanity.
Mountain Man American
Bar Association
An epic, award-winning
biography of Malcolm X
that draws on hundreds
of hours of personal
interviews and rewrites
much of the known
narrative. Les Payne, the
renowned Pulitzer
Prize–winning
investigative journalist,
embarked in 1990 on a
nearly thirty-year-long
quest to create an
unprecedented portrait of
Malcolm X, one that
would separate fact from
fiction. The result is this
historic, National Book
Award–winning

biography, which
interweaves previously
unknown details of
Malcolm X’s life—from
harrowing Depression-era
vignettes to a moment-by-
moment retelling of the
1965 assassination—into
an extraordinary account
that contextualizes
Malcolm X’s life against
the wider currents of
American history.
Bookended by essays
from Tamara Payne,
Payne’s daughter and
primary researcher, who
heroically completed the
biography after her
father’s death in 2018,
The Dead Are Arising
affirms the centrality of
Malcolm X to the African
American freedom
struggle.
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To Govern the Globe
Independently Published
"Stick a dick in your ear, and
fuck what you heard. Over."
They were in a genuine
emergency. And the men
needed him panicking like
they needed magic marker
dicks drawn on their faces.
"Hey! I'm still fuckin' this
monkey. She's just here to
take pictures." Ever since
Master Gunnery Sergeant
Fick came blitzing out of
nowhere in ARISEN, Book
Four - Maximum Violence,
he has emerged as the
closest thing to a consensus
fan favorite character for the
series. He is best known
and most beloved for his
ribald, profane, merciless,
and generally hilarious
insults, quips, and bon
mots, which are so
characteristic that readers
have affectionately dubbed
them: Fickisms. Now, in
response to popular
demand, and collected here
for the first time, are all the
very best tidbits of Fick's wit
and wisdom, from all
fourteen main series books.
And thrown in as an extra
special bonus, you can also
enjoy the most priceless
lines from both Predator,
and Aliyev the Kazakh. All
initial proceeds from the
sale of this book will go to
benefit the Marine Raider
Foundation. Wit. Wisdom.
And Magic Marker Dicks.
FICKISMS ARISEN Fick

Never Dies.
Seven Pillars of Wisdom
Alpha Edition
BOOKER PRIZE WINNER
� NATIONAL
BESTSELLER � A novel that
follows a middle-aged man as
he contends with a past he
never much thought
about—until his closest
childhood friends return with
a vengeance: one of them
from the grave, another
maddeningly present. A novel
so compelling that it begs to
be read in a single setting, The
Sense of an Ending has the
psychological and emotional
depth and sophistication of
Henry James at his best, and is
a stunning achievement in
Julian Barnes's oeuvre. Tony
Webster thought he left his
past behind as he built a life
for himself, and his career has
provided him with a secure
retirement and an amicable
relationship with his ex-wife
and daughter, who now has a
family of her own. But when
he is presented with a
mysterious legacy, he is forced
to revise his estimation of his
own nature and place in the
world.
Antiquities of the Jews ; Book -
XIX Alpha Edition
Readers call the ARISEN series:
"unrelenting, unflinching, and
unputdownable" ... "a tour de
force" ... "Electrifying, Thrilling,
and Heart-Stopping" ... "brutally
fast, intense, intelligent,

interesting and just brilliant" ... "as
exciting and intense as any book I
have read" ... "thrill ride at Mach
2 with the Top Down" ... "not
only the best zombie apocalypse
series in print, it's also better than
any military classic written by
Clancy, Coyle or Poyer" ... "the
best thing to happen to this genre"
... "the new Gold Standard - by
far the most thoughtful and
intriguing zombie series ever
written" ... "All I can possibly say
is, thank you for the Canadian
flaming zombie machine gunner"
... "moves a mile a minute" ... "I
have to know what happens
next!!!!!!! Now!!!!" ... "I have run
out of hyperbole and adjectives for
this series" ... "would have given it
13 stars" ... "an apocalyptic
magnum opus" ... "a continual
heart attack..." ARISEN, Book
Twelve - Carnage is now a #1
bestseller in Dystopian Science
Fiction, #1 in War & Military
Action Fiction, and an Amazon
overall Top 100 bestseller.
ALPHA TEAM LOOKS THE
DEVIL IN THE EYEAfter
recovering Patient Zero, Alpha
must escape Africa to end the ZA
once and for all. But they can feel
the hot breath of a reinforced and
vengeful Spetsnaz team on their
necks - and there can be no
escaping the reckoning of an
ultimate sniper showdown
between Ali and Vasily, and an
incomparably brutal iron-cage
Texas deathmatch between
Predator and Misha. For the first
time, all the teams will come
together and must fight as
brothers, for any chance of
making it back to Britain. And
only one thing is certain - not
everyone is walking away from
this one... ONE TROOP
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RALLIES AGAINST
DECIMATION AND
DEFEATAfter rescuing Aliyev,
One Troop is pinned down in
Red Square between a surging
singularity and the merciless killers
of Spetsnaz Alfa Group. They're
about to lose their second aircraft,
they still don't have the zombie-
killing MZ, and the clock is ticking
down on their pinhole of escape.
Only the most vicious and
desperate gambit can give them a
chance of saving London, not to
mention themselves - but Jameson
refuses to fail... THE CREW OF
THE KENNEDY BATTLES
BACKWith the bridge and most
critical stations held by the world's
deadliest maritime commando
force, and Dr. Park pinned down
by a smash-mouth battle and last
stand in the ship's hospital, time is
running out for the shellshocked
and outgunned crew of the JFK to
fight back. The ultimate heroism
and sacrifice of everyone from
storekeepers all the way up to
Commander Drake himself will be
required to fight their way back
from the brink... Defiance. Valor.
Consecration. CARNAGE
Dustfall, Book One -
Shadows of a Lost Age
National Geographic Books
Readers call the ARISEN
series: "thoroughly
engrossing, taking you on a
wild ride through utter
devastation" ... "Wall to wall
adrenaline - edge of your
seat unputdownable until the
very last page" ... "rolls along
like an out of control freight
train" ... "insane propulsive
storytelling" ... "the wildest
and best rollercoaster I've

ever been on" ... "You feel
like the explosions are going
off beside your head" ...
"Every time I think it cannot
get any better, BAM!" ... "A
one-of-a-kind ZA opus. The
indomitable warrior spirit
shines through from start to
finish" ..."the new Gold
Standard - by far the most
thoughtful and intriguing
zombie series ever written" ...
"roars out of the gate at
200mph and just keeps
going" ... "If you haven't read
these you need to reevaluate
your life" ... "by far the best-
written most intense series
I've encountered" ... "A work
of art - a beautiful, smart,
tension-filled experience that
will leave you both exhausted
and grateful, filled with such
astonishing richness and
depth."★ ARISEN: Raiders,
Volume 1 is now a #1
bestseller in War Fiction.
★Two teams of pipe-hitting
special-operations Marines,
left to die in the fall of North
America.One nuclear
supercarrier strike group,
humanity's last best hope for
survival.And seven billion
ravening dead guys,
rampaging across an overrun
planet.Start the blistering
new series now, and
experience the horrors and
glories of two years of Zulu
Alpha on the high seas and
the fallen world's ports and

coasts, for the JFK strike
group and its MARSOC
guardians. Now, their story
will finally be told.Welcome
to the Zulu
AlphaARISENHope Never
Dies.
The Dead Are Arising: The
Life of Malcolm X Alpha
Edition
To save the lives of his
children, and rejoin Alpha
team and the fight to save
humanity, Homer will have to
journey across a thousand
miles of undead North
America with Sarah Cameron,
battling heavily armed bands
of marauders who shoot first
and ask questions never, and
ultimately face down the
remains of the world's last
surviving SEAL team - now led
by a malevolent and piratical
monster.
Arisen CreateSpace
Bent on avenging the
execution of his godfather by a
duplicitous count, master
criminal Nicholas is diverted
by a series of eerie events that
forces him to confront an
ancient evil. By the author of
The Element of Fire. Reprint.
Seven Blades in Black Random
House US
The book, "" Antiquities of the
Jews; Book - XV "", has been
considered important throughout
the human history, and so that
this work is never forgotten we
have made efforts in its
preservation by republishing this
book in a modern format for
present and future generations.
This whole book has been
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reformatted, retyped and designed.
These books are not made of
scanned copies and hence the text
is clear and readable.
Antiquities of the Jews ; Book -
IX Complete & Total
Asskicking Books, London UK
The final book of the Bible,
Revelation prophesies the
ultimate judgement of
mankind in a series of
allegorical visions, grisly images
and numerological predictions.
According to these, empires
will fall, the "Beast" will be
destroyed and Christ will rule a
new Jerusalem. With an
introduction by Will Self.
Model Rules of Professional
Conduct Haymarket Books
The book, "" Antiquities of
the Jews; Book - XVII "",
has been considered
important throughout the
human history, and so that
this work is never forgotten
we have made efforts in its
preservation by republishing
this book in a modern format
for present and future
generations. This whole
book has been reformatted,
retyped and designed. These
books are not made of
scanned copies and hence
the text is clear and
readable.
Black Squadron CreateSpace
A man must survive the
zombie apocalypse armed with
only a shotgun, a Samurai bat,
and the will to live among the
unliving in this horror series
debut. It's been two years since

civilization ended in an
unstoppable wave of chaos and
blood. Now, former house
painter Augustus "Gus" Berry
lives a day-to-day existence of
waking up, getting drunk, and
preparing for the inevitable
moment when "they" will come
up the side of his mountain and
penetrate his fortress. Living on
the outskirts of Annapolis, Gus
goes scavenging for whatever
supplies remain in the undead
suburbia below. Every time he
descends the mountain could
be his last. But when Gus
encounters another survivor, he
soon realizes the zombie horde
may not be the greatest threat
he faces . . . Combining heart-
pounding action in a frozen
dystopia with complex
characters and dark humor,
Mountain Man kicks off Keith
C. Blackmore's thrilling
survival series-perfect for fans of
HBO's The Last of Us.
Arisen, Omnibus One Alpha
Edition
The book, "" Antiquities of
the Jews; Book - XIII "", has
been considered important
throughout the human
history, and so that this work
is never forgotten we have
made efforts in its
preservation by republishing
this book in a modern format
for present and future
generations. This whole
book has been reformatted,
retyped and designed. These
books are not made of
scanned copies and hence

the text is clear and readable.
Death’s Shadow (The
Demonata, Book 7) Alpha
Edition
The film adaptation of
Dashner's third installment of
his #1 "New York
Times"-bestselling Maze
Runner series hits theaters on
January 26. This special tie-in
edition features an eight-page
full-color insert with photos
from the film.
Revelation Createspace
Independent Publishing
Platform
Apex Lex Luthor’s first run-
in with the Infected didn’t go
as planned, and the Batman
Who Laughs’ influence is
continuing to spread. Now Lex
must find out who in the world
can think like the Batman Who
Laughs-and there are only two
folks who come to mind. The
first is Batman, who probably
has his own ideas for Lex; the
other is The Joker, who also
likely has his own ideas, but
who just maybe wants to see
this twisted doppelg�nger sent
back to the Dark Multiverse he
came from. It’s a gamble Lex
has to take, because the
Infected are gearing up for
round two!
ARISEN : Nemesis Eos
The Morningstar virus.
Those infected suffer
delerium, fever, violent
behaviour ... and a hundred
per cent mortality rate. But
that's not the worst of it. The
victims return from the dead
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to walk the earth. And when a
massive military operation
fails to contain the plague of
the living dead, it escalates
into a worldwide pandemic.
On one side of the world,
thousands of miles from
home, a battle-hardened
general surveys the remnants
of his command: a young
medic, a veteran
photographer, a rash private,
and dozens of refugees -- all
of them his responsibility.
Meanwhile in the United
States, an army colonel
discovers the darker side of
Morningstar and collaborates
with a well-known journalist
to leak the information to the
public...
Antiquities of the Jews ; Book -
XVIII Alpha Edition
The book, "" Antiquities of the
Jews; Book - VIII "", has been
considered important
throughout the human history,
and so that this work is never
forgotten we have made efforts
in its preservation by
republishing this book in a
modern format for present and
future generations. This whole
book has been reformatted,
retyped and designed. These
books are not made of scanned
copies and hence the text is
clear and readable.
Arisen, Book Five - EXODUS
DC Comics
ARISEN Hope Never Dies. With
over 175,000 copies sold, the
world's most thrilling and best-
loved military ZA series returns to

the fall of man - and the war after
the fall. ARISEN : NEMESIS is
now an Amazon #1 bestseller in
Post-Apocalyptic Science Fiction
and #1 in Dystopian. Can be read
as a standalone novel, an intro to
the series, or at any point
alongside the main series. Readers
call the ARISEN series: "the
wildest and best rollercoaster I've
ever been on" ... "Pulse-pounding
action at a relentless pace" ...
"THE ABSOLUTE BEST
FREAKING SERIES IN THIS
GENRE" ... "the most
unputdownable military zombie
apocalypse arc ever" ... "for
adrenaline junkies only" ... "A full-
on express elevator to hell!!!" ... "A
one-of-a-kind ZA opus. The
indomitable warrior spirit shines
through from start to finish" ...
"the best I have ever read in
apocalypse fiction of any kind" ...
"Riveting. Full of horror and
beauty" ... "These guys are the
juggernauts of their genre" ... "the
best of the best! Sweeping, epic,
engaging, and thrilling" ... "keeps
on delivering action, thrills &
destruction at every turn" ... "Just
one more page, I say, then it's
2am again" ... "Another literary
heart attack" Africa Wasn't
Ready. Between the fall of man
and the arrival of the JFK, the
Horn of Africa is a battleground.
Salvation. Vengeance. Vanity.
NEMESIS
Arisen, Book Two - Mogadishu of
the Dead Independently
Published
The book, "" Antiquities of the
Jews; Book - XII "", has been
considered important throughout
the human history, and so that
this work is never forgotten we
have made efforts in its
preservation by republishing this

book in a modern format for
present and future generations.
This whole book has been
reformatted, retyped and
designed. These books are not
made of scanned copies and hence
the text is clear and readable.
The Death Cure CreateSpace
The book, "" Antiquities of the
Jews; Book - XIX "", has been
considered important
throughout the human history,
and so that this work is never
forgotten we have made efforts
in its preservation by
republishing this book in a
modern format for present and
future generations. This whole
book has been reformatted,
retyped and designed. These
books are not made of scanned
copies and hence the text is
clear and readable.
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